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The two microwave points, those at the left in the
figure, were obtained by using a E-band klystron with a
crystal harmonic generator kindly supplied by Han-
Ying Ku. The accuracy is limited by stray reflections
and by standing waves. For the infrared points, a mer-
cury arc was utilized together with a Golay detector.
The f/1.5 grating spectrometer used to separate the
various frequencies is similar to several described in
the literature. ' ' A moderately wide band of radiation
had to be taken to obtain a measurable signal. The
accuracy is limited by the available energy and running
time, up to one hour per point.
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'HE transmission and reQection properties of a film
which is thin compared to a skin depth and in

transverse dimensions large compared to a wavelength
are determined completely by the complex admittance
per square of the film. If we have a film of admittance
Y laid on a substrate of index of refraction e, the ratio
of the power transmission with film to that with no
film is

T= i1+ZoF'/(st+1) i
',

where Zo is the impedance of free space (4 /cs, regs;
377 ohms, mks). For normal metals, F is simply 1/Rtv,
where EN is the dc resistance per square of the film.
The relation (1) has been verified with the films used
in our experiments. ' Note that these ~20 A films give
a transmission of only ~~~, independent of or, despite
the fact that the skin depth is ~1000 A and depends
on co. We are dealing with an impedance mismatch
problem rather than a penetration depth problem. '

In the superconducting state, I' becomes complex
and frequency-dependent. If we use Eq. (1), the experi-
mentally measured ratio of the transmission T8 is the
superconducting state to that of the normal state is
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where we have introduced a complex conductivity for
the superconducting state: oi(co) —ia.s(co) =o~RtvV(co).
Thus the interpretation of the transmission results is
reduced to a discussion of the complex conductivity.
While measurement of only the transmitted power is
insufIicient to fix both 0-& and 0-2 at a given frequency,
the Kramers-Kronig (K-K) relations' allow such a
separation if measurements are available over the entire
relevant frequency range. Care is required because of
the pole of o (co) at the origin, associated with the loss-
less conduction.

The K-K relations are satisfied by the London-type
conductivities:
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These are equivalent to a lossless inductive admittance
of the film. If this term alone were present in the super-
conducting state, the transmission through the film
would rise continually with increasing frequency, reach-
ing complete transmission, Tq=1, at high frequencies.
Since in fact T8—+TN at high frequencies, one might
simply assume that the normal conductivity was also
present in both states, This would give the correct
high-frequency limit, but would fail to give the ob-
served peak in transmission at intermediate frequencies.
We shall now indicate how an energy-gap model pro-
vides a natural explanation of this peak.

We consider a model of a superconductor at absolute
zero4 in which a gap of width A~, =3kT, appears in the
spectrum of one-electron energy states. This width is
suggested by speci6c heat data. ' The lossy conductivity
o-~ will be zero for photon energies Ace(A~, . For co&~„
cr~ will rise gradually with co as an increasing fraction
of the states originally within Ace of the occupied states
below the Fermi level are still available for excitation.
If the gap merely excluded the states within Ace„
leaving all else unchanged, this simple picture would
suggest a rise as oi ——otv(1 —coo/co). The experimental
rise seems to be faster, cutting o6 at least as fast as
(1—coos/cos). This might correspond to, the states dis-
placed from the gap just "piling up" on either side, so
that the change averages to zero more rapidly for
M))M g.

Given any assumed cut-off form for or(co), the K-K
relations determine the corresponding o s'(&o) which must
be added to o P(co). For any reasonable cutoff, («rs)icso

negative, has a maximum magnitude of the order of o-N

near coo and falls as M/coo at low frequencies and as
coo/co at high frequencies. (See Fig. 1.) Since only
4sr J+89/ctt= (4sro+icoe) E enters the relevant Maxwell
equation, this imaginary term in the conductivity is
equivalent to a real dielectric constant e(co) = —4tra s'/co.
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FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of conductivity for an energy-
gap model at T=O under the assumption o~/os =1—csee/aP and
es /ocr=roe/(a

For co«co„ this has a constant value of the order of
magnitude 10' ( 4wo~/~, ), and resembles the es pre-
dicted in the theory of Ginzburg and Landau. ' We note
that the appearance of this term is a direct consequence
of the cutoff of normal conductivity for co &co,. Though
this 0.2 term is important near co=~„ it is completely
swamped by 0.2 for co«co, . Thus 0-2 alone can be
determined directly from the microwave points.

To the limited accuracy of these data, both micro-
wave points yield sos/oz=11+2 cm '. With a& esti-
mated to be roughly the value for bulk lead at room
temperature (the residual resistance of the film is half
its room temperature resistance), this corresponds to a
value of the London X increased from that of pure bulk
lead by a factor of 7. This increase in X appears to be
related closely to the increase of X with reduction of
electron mean free path by impurities observed by
Pippard' and Chambers. ' For co)~, this reduced 02~ is
nearly cancelled by the 0&' term, leaving 0.2«0.&. Since
os enters (2) only quadratically, TB/Tz for eo)eo, is
largely determined by 0-& alone. This allows the form
of decrease of o.t(&v) in the superconducting state to be
obtained directly from the excess of T& over T& for
CO) Mg.

The situation is summarized in the figure for
the specific assumptions o.i/a~=1 —ee,'/co' and o.s /o~
=ee,/eo. The K-K relations then give

os'/o~= —(1/w)((1 —~.'/~') lnI~. +~I/
o

I
+2(o,/co). —

The sharp peak in transmission (see I'ig. 1 of preceding
Letter) near to=tee=3kT. /A occurs because both o.i and
0.2 are very small there. For T)0, it is expected that
o.~)0, even for co &co, and that the rise in 0 l starts at a
lower frequency and is more gradual. This would result

in a lower peak in the calculated transmission curve, as
observed. Despite the reasonable agreement with experi-
ment which can be achieved in this way, it should be
emphasized that the specific forms proposed here are
not meant to be exact or unique. They simply formalize
an approach which seems promising for the interpreta-
tion of these and future experiments.
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YDROGKX and deuterium atoms produced by
~ ~ electrical discharges have been successfully de-

posited and stored in their respective molecular matrices
at liquid helium temperature. The identity of each
atom has been established by the characteristic hyper-
fine splitting of its microwave electron-spin resonance
spectrum.

The atoms were produced by an electric discharge in
pure hydrogen or deuterium at a pressure of about
0.1 mm Hg. The discharge was of the electrodeless type
operating at a frequency of 4 Mc/sec and a power of
100 w. The discharge products were pumped at a
speed of about 1500 cm/sec past a short side-tube con-
nected to a low-temperature cell. The side-tube was
terminated by a glass slit ~~ mm wide by 10 mm long
which served as the source slit for a simple molecular
beam system. The molecular beam was condensed on a
sapphire rod at a distance of 3.1 cm from the glass slit. .
The sapphire rod which was soldered to the bottom of
a liquid helium reservoir was 2 mm in diameter and
22 mm long. %'ith this system a 5-minute deposition
generally provided an adequate sample. During sample
deposition a good vacuum ( 10 ' mm Hg) was main-
tained in the cell by the pumping action of the liquid-


